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At first glance Light in August appears l.he most strajghtforward 
and least complex of Faulkner's major novels.. It, is written in a more 
or less traditional advance narrative style; there is none of t,he dis~or 
tion of time and confusing shifts of voice one normally associates wi~h 
Faulkner. Although tr.ere are flashbacks and shif~s in action and point 
of viAw, they never come between tte reader and his understanding of what, 
in happening in the novel. Unlike 'fhe Sound and l.he ~ or Absalom~ 
Absalom!, l.he novel's plot and sequence of events are immediately 
discernable. Light in August is also unlike other of F?.ulkner's works 
in that in order to comnrehend it the reader need not struggle with the 
dates of event.s, _genealogy, or the familial relationship -:,f character to 
character. Light in Au gust does not figure into Faulkner's ongoing 
saga of Yoknapatowol-,a County. Although much :,f its acti:>n takes place 
in familiar Jefferson, none of its important characters are as sociated 
with the families about which Faulkner usua lly writes. In novels like 
fhe Bear or those of tr.e Snopes trilogy, the reader must sometimes go 
outside the novel pr:>per to gather meaningful information concerning a 
character's hisl.ory -:,r his relationship to the community. In L;ght in 
August, however, all the mater:ial necessary for an understanding of 1..he 
novel is contained within the book itself. It remains independent of 
Faulkner's ol.her works. 
Light in August, then, as one begins reading it, does not seem 
I oarticularly complex. 
I ~ life histor:ies given. 
three main characters are in~roduced and the i r 
A sequence of events is lo~ically develooed and, 
,. 
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although the novel's action is hrokf'n in up0n by flashb;cks and soliloqu 
the reader follows it easily. He is never left puzzlf'd concPn1ing at 
just what point in tillle wh ich action happened to what character. Neit,he 
does he need to recount the Sutpen or Compson gP.nealogy in order to 
determine the significance of a narticular action or event. &1t, if the 
reader is, at first, decejved hy the appare~vly straightforward style 
and structure of Light in August, he soon discovers it is, at best, a 
surface simplicity. For even though the reader can rather easily grasp 
the various parts of 1he novel, he-finds it difficult to assimilate 
these parts into a meaningful whole. In many of Faukner 1 s other works, 
notably 'I'he Sound and the~' the reader's difficulty arises from 
Faulkner's unique narrative Lechnique. Once the sequence of events 
and points of view are determined, the work becomes fairly clear. 
Light in Auf!ust, howevei; derives its complexity from an::>ther source. 
Unli1<e '.)ther of the major novels, it i s n0t the story ::>f one man or even 
one family; Faulkner, instead, relates the life histories of half a 
dozen individuals in Lhe space of Lhis one novel, and 1he reader finds 
himself wondering about tr..eir significance to each other and to the 
novel as a whole. More impor1antly, the novel's· action is divided 
among three independenL and seemingly unrelated ~ajor characters who 
are only haphazardly connected by an accident of Lime and nlace. 'i'here 
is the story of Lena Grove who, in the search for the father of her 
I child, finds instead Byr:>n Bunch, a willing substitute; the s1ory of 
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Joe Christmas and his thirty-three-year-lo~g fliphi culminating in 
castration and death; and "he s"Lory of Gale Hi~htower who, obsessed hy 
ihe past, lives a kind of death-in-life exis1ence. Light in August is 
comprised not of one but ~f three d5.st.inct stories, and herein lies 
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much of the novel's fascinat.ion a nd its complexity . Light in August 
becomes, in the w0rds of Cleanth Br ooks , 
not a novel to he r ead a nd enjoy~d but a puzzle to ~e solvP,d, 
and in view of the number of curio11s bits and pieces t.o ~e 
fit.ted jnto some hypot.hetical general pattern , a frustrat.ingly 
compl icated puz zle •••• 1 
Faulkner' s jnsistence that the r eade r somehow forge his · own meaning from 
t.he material 'Jf the n::>vel has precipil.ated a bewildering numher of 
different and convincingly d::>cument ed critica l inter pretations . One 
group of crit ics insjsts that, much l ike ! Fable , Light in August is 
actually an updated VP,rsi:m of the Chrj st rcyt.h; another group claims 
i t wa s mean t. as a vehicle to convey t.he horrors 0f rac i sm and miscegena-
t i on; and st.ill ano~her would have i t a port.rayal oft.he d~vastating 
effects of Protestantism on Sout.her!l idea l ism. Irving Howe, and t.o a 
l esser ext.ent Ol ga Vickery, sees 11 the spl i t between social r ole and 
private being112 as t he major concern ::>f the novel. J'Jhn L. Longley 
views Light i n August as a m')dern tra,~""dY with Joe Christ.was, a "modern 
, t ragic pr otag:mist , 11 3 akin to classjcally tragi c heroes lil<e Oedipus 
and Macbeth. Cleanth Brooks, however, in his essay 11 I 'he Co(Tjmunity and 
j the Par iah" dismisses the notion that it is a tragedy at all; he calls 
ii 
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it a past oral and "the pa s t oral, on the whole , a ligns itself with 
comedy, no t with tragedy . 114 Brooks sees t he novel 's major characters 
as social outcasts who are pit~ed against society . Hight::>wer and 
I 
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Christ.mas , in cont,rast to Lpna, "a re in tP.nsion ~-1it.h na t ?1re • 
11 
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def::,rme 
:i and pe rvert.ed in a st.ruggle against i t.. 11 5 Al fred Kazin sees Ligh~ in 
li !, Augus t as t,he s t ory Jf modern man caught up in an existP.n~ial dilemma - -
11 
11 H I 
., t.he dilemma of \<n:)Wing 0neself. J ::>e Chr ist.mas is a ki!ld af jnvisible J 
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man "who is 1.,rying t.'J \.,cc'.:>me sOMf'Orie. '' ' Failing 1.,0 force a human ide:mtit 
from society, he finally, near the end '.:>f the b'.:>:ik, seizes an iden~ity 
f:,r himself; he becomes Joe Chr istmas , man, instead of Negr:>, poor white, 
or or phan--the ahs tractions ear lier assj gnE>d to him. " He stops running 
from his persuers and wai~s for t~em, and attains in the f i r st m:iment of 
selfhood the ma rtyrdom that ends it. 117 R.G. Collins, in his exhaustive 
essay "Light in Au!!Us t: Faulkner's Stained- Glass Triptych," rejects 
Kazin's theory that Christmas is an abstraction and the man who is foreve 
acted upon but never acts until the last few 0ages :,f his st:iry. C'.:> llins 
f eels that Christmas is not so much conc~rned with forcing an identity 
fr:>m society as with fusjng the two identities he already has. To 
Collins Joe Ch ristmas, pa infully aware of -:>'.:>th his white and negro blo:id, 
"combines within himself the fundamental racial conflict to the 3:,uth . 118 
Christmas is a divided man ; "he is the Ku Klux Klan :,f his dark self; 
the white as Negro hating hts Negro idenitiy a t the sa~e t ime that he 
hates the white ra ce hecau se he is exluded fr::>m it. 119 C:,llins belie ves 
that Joe, who for m:is t of the novel has t he consciousness :>f a p'.:>or 
Southern white, aligns Negr:, with animality and sexual promiscui ty and 
perversion; because he belleves himself tainted by negro bl:iod , he sees 
himself and all of life as necessarily corrupt . Finally, to expurgate 
his guilt and outrage a t his own corruption, he accepts hts negro blood 
and allows himse lf to De crucified . Unlike Kazin, R. G. Collins believes 
that Joe's rit,11a l crucifixion serves as a redem?tive and cleansing f:irce 
not only for himself but for all of society. 
The wea lth of differP.nt , often dir ecLly opp~si te, crit1cal 
interpretati:>ns ~utlined briefly a~ove is a ~ribute to the r ichness and 
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expansiveness of Faulkner's Light in August. But it is just this expan-
siveness that has prompted considerable debate among Faulkner critics 
over the question of unity. Most early critics of Light in August and 
even those "so generally sympathe1.ic as Conrad Aiken and George Marion 
O'Donnell find the n:wel a failure because of lack of unity. 1110 Irving 
Howe, while praising the brilliantly executed scenes in the novel, claims 
that_ "Light in August suffers a certain structural incoherence" and that 
"Faulkner's clumsiness in transitional stiching and narrative nreparation 
• • • reduces the book to a series ·or brilliant tableaux. 11 ll Richard 
Adams concedes that "critics have had a great deal of tr:>uble in efforts 
to demonstrate any general unity in L;ght in Augu s t and have sometimes 
concluded that it is an inferior book. 1112 "'l'he difficulty," states 
Clean th Brooks, 
has never been that such individual segmen1.s of the narration 
lacked .vividness and power. l'he difficulty has always come 
with the attempt to relate the various episodes s o as to show 
a coherent nattern of meaning.13 
By insisting upon a rigid interpretation of Light in Aug~st, many 
I 
critics 1 
have prompted the charge of disunity. i'he novel resists all attempts 
to force out some tradi1.ional structure or specific meaning; there is 
11 
::::• 0:o::. i:::: ~~me I :c ::o:e:: ~~:::t t:: t A::::t n:: ::: ::m:: ta :fa 
11 racism or CalviniS111, what are we to do with the story of Lena Grove? 
I If we see the d1alectic presented by Lena Grove, who is at one with 
,I nature, and J0e Christmas, who struggles against it, as the novel's 
11 . (, central concern, how does the story of Gale Hi ghtower figure in? If we 
'I 
11 are to accept Christmas as a modern Chri st, why are we urged to see him 
I' 
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as cold and violent, decidedly more like Faustus than Christ? The novel 
cannot even be defined as a tragP.dy or a comedy; it contains elements 
of both. Light in August cannot be made to conform wholly to any 
literary type or 
one prominent theme or syrnbol--acceptanG e or rej ect.i:m of 
the values of the community, the alienation of ~~n, the 
burden of Calvinism, the Christian symbolism, Man's 
relationship with nature--in an effort to bring to the 
surface so":'?e hiddlin structural design which would give 
the novel unity.l 
One must, instead, choose a broader idea around which to organize the 
substance of the novel and look elsewhere for evidence of its unity. 
Francois Pttavy argues that the unique, if peculiar, structure of 
L;ght in August is the key to its unity. He urges us··to pu-t .aside . 
traditional notions of form and to look closely at Faulkner 1s concept 
and intentions. According to Pitavy, Faulkner has created in Light in 
August "a parable of the human condition , 1115 and each of its three 
stories is a variation on this broad theme. Lena Grove, Gale Hightower, 
and Joe Christmas deal with the world and their own humanity in different 
often opposite, ways: Christmas resists both society's and his own 
limitations ; Lena, in unconscious obedience to natural laws, is one of 
those Faulknerian characte rs who endure; and Hightower, by clinging to 
a heroic fancasy, attempts to flee a world he sees as sordid and hateful. 
Pitavy insists that Faul'<ner deliberately separates the three plots and 
that by alternating between them, he not only creates suspense but 
achieves a "ba lane e between the plots and their opposed sets of values. 111 
'l'his juxtaposition of seemingly contradict::>ry plots , a technique Pit.avy 
results in a contrapuntal structure, all::>ws Faulkner to explore 1! __Ji claims 
I! 
! l 
I 
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simultaneously both "man I s doomed rebelli:m against hb1self and the whole 
of mankind11 17 and t.he persistence and endurance of man. lt is a techniqu 
and a theme not limited to Light in August. ·£he original edition -:,f 
·1ne Wild Palms, comprised of alternating chapters of ihe Old Y~n as well 
as The Wild Palms, displays a similar theme and an exaggeration of the 
same contrapuntal form employed in Light in August. When questioned 
about the unusual structure off~ Wild Palms, Faulkner is said to have 
responded that 
to tell the story I wanted to tell ••• I had to discover 
counterpoint for it, so I invented the other story, its 
complP.te antithesis, to use as counterpoint •••• as a 
musician would do to corn~ese a piece of music in which he 
needed a balance •••• 
Walter Slatoff, in his provocative study of Faulkner entitled 
Quest for Failure, ~akes a position similar to that of Francois Pitavy, 
but Slatoff bases his conclusions on a thorough and convincingly 
documented analysis of Faulkner's temncrament and life view. He argues 
that Faulkner tends to see life and experience "as composed essentially 
of warring entities • • • in a state of conflict which can neither be 
ended or resolved. 1119 In addition, Slatoff maintatns that Faulkner 
exhibits extreme ambivalence "with respect to • •• the question of 
I 
I 
I 
11 
whether life and art have any point or meaning. ,.20 We cannot eJC!)ect 11 
I Faulkner to offer us a novel unified in any tradi-ional way, for it 11 
I II 1. is a distinctly uolar and ambivalent imagina~ion that informs Faulkner's 
II . 
'j works, and the world presented in his novels necessarily reflects his 
!: own particular temp;,rament and life view. Slatoff maintains that it is 
!! the tension between opposites, bet ween meaninglessness and meaning, 
'I 1, 
I, 
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chaos and order, that lends Faulkner's work a definite, if peculiar, 
unity. 
' 
In Light in August, perhaps more than in any other novel, Faulkner 
achieves a balance between conflicting themes, characters, and conclu-
sions. It is the purpose of this paper to demonstrate that Joe Christmas I 
. I 
I more perfectly than any of Faulkner's creations, acts as meta~hor for l 
I 
Faulkner's conviction that life is "an accumulation of anti theses • • • I 
each against each and all against all. 1121 It is only when we resist the 
temptation to impose an arbitrary order or rigid thematic structure 
on Light in August and refuse to pigeonhole its characters that we can 
grasp the plight of its central character, Joe Christmas. Joe embodies 
the irresolvable dilemma the·world presents; he is the· focal poJnt 
around which all the stories contained in Light in August revolve. 
Joe's problem is not, as some critics have claimed, that he is mulatto; 
nor is it as simple as choosing to be a black or a white man. I~ is 
that he is doomed to reconcile an irreconcilable conflict: "the white 
and black bloods run s 0 parately in his veins. 1122 
A careful and unbiased look at Light in Au~ust reveals the scope 
and complexity of Joe's conflict. The reader is first introduced to 
Christmas in Chapter two through the eyes of Byron Bunch. He is 
I 
II Ii 
ti 
fl 
11 
, marked immediately as unfathomable, a perpetual "stranger in his soiled !I 
1
1
1
1 
city clot hes, with his dark, insufferable face and his wto le air of cold !1 
Ii l, and quiet contempt. 1123 He will have nothing to do with the men who f 
H 1: .. !l work with him at the mill; he rejects Byron's offer of food with 
!1 
'i I: disdain. ,. ,, In Chapter four, we learn that Christmas has savagely murdered 
!_I. 
'I Joanna Burden, another "stranger," and that he is believed to be part 
l· 
11 
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negro. In Chapter five we see him directly through the eyes of the 
novelist at last on what we know to be the night before the murder. In 
the space of a few pages , it is made obvious that Christmas is caught up 
in some kind of inner struggle ,and t.hat he is keenly aware that he "is j 
going to do something" (p.97)--what and to whom we already know. As if I 
to flee from or rec one ile himself to that "some thing," he wanders through i 
t.he streets of Jefferson. When he finds himself in the midst of Freedman I 
Town, the negro community, Christmas becomes oddly alarmed. He runs I 
I from the "thick black pit" (p.107)-of the "fecundmellow voices of negro 
I w:>men" (p.107) back to the white conununity. There. h~ is calmed by the I 
"cold hard air of white people" (p.107) and begins the walk back to the 
furden place. Once again he comes into contact with negroes and confront~ 
I 
I 
them, razor in hand, not with fear but. disgust. "'Bitches!' he said, I 
I 
quite loud. •Sons of bitches!'" (p.110) After reaching the Burden house .
1
,! 
- I 
already formulated plan, until lj 
I 
I he waits, as if in accordance wi~h some 
• 
I 
i 
! the town clock strikes twelve to enter it. Here the chapter's action 
ti abruptly ends. Several rather disturbing questions are raised in this 
ii chapter. Wy does Christmas ·need so urgently to "do something" to Joanna 
t ii atrden, who, we have learned, is his mistress? How is this need connecte 
i' to her attempts to _pray over him? '111Y the sudden reference to Christmas• I 
Jj striking off the button on his underwear because it reminds him of I 
I i ! buttons sewn . on by women in the past? 'l'o make what point does Faulkner I 
ii carefully contrast Christmas' reaction toward the black conununity and I 
r the white one, going so far as to internalize that contrast with the 
i! description of Joe 's "steady white shirt and pacl ng dark l egs"? ( p .108) 
11 
,1 
i! Why does Christmas feel such obvious r2tred of negroes when he is part 
j! negro himselfi I I 
. ··- ---- · --·---··--------- = 1--·-=--= 
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The reader is made carefully aware of these and other questions, 
and he begins looking for the answers in the extensive flashback of 
Christmas ' life which comprises the next seven chapters of Light in 
·r -----
August. It is in these chapters, foretold by the enigmatic ooening lines 
of Cha pt.er s ix, that the basis of Christmas' conflict is disclosed . 'fhe 
toothpaste epi~ode serves as the first vehicle for this disclosure . It 
f'Unctions in two ways . First, it links in both t he reader' s and Christ-
mas ' minds J".>e ' s physical revulsion at "the rife, pinkwomansmelling" 
(p.114) toothpaste with his attitude towards women in general . Joe , we 
are told, perceives of the dietician as pink and white, with hair tha t 
"made him think of candy." (p.114) ~e associates her wit.h her toothpaste 
which is also pink and candylike • . It is only logical to equate his 
revulsion at the toothpaste with revulsion at the woman with whom he 
associates it . Secondly, the toothpaste episode serves to link Joe's 
guilt that he was found vomitting in the dietician's closet with the 
fact that he is a negro . "You little rat, 11 she tells him when she 
discovers him, "You little nigger bastard!" (p .114) In the days that 
follow, Joe deliberately places himself in her way so that he can r eceive 
his punishment and expurgate his guilt . But instead of punishment, she 
offers him a dollar. Dumfounded, unable to understand why she will not 
punish and then release him, he hesitates. Again she pronounces his 
sentence: "Tell, then ! You l ittle nigger· bastard!" (p .117) It is the 
dietician , then, who links Joe's "sinful" act with the fact that he is 
part negro. Joe , aware from the beginning of the watchful eyes of 
Hines , already knows tr.at he is different from the other children . 
11 dietician gives this difference a name . 
! 
l'he 
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The next segment of Joe Christmas' life invalves his stay with I 
I 
" the }tEacherns. 
I' 
The question of Joe's negro blood is not directly 
11 
" 11 
I 
i 
i 
I 
emphasized here, but neither is it forgotten. When McEachern dismisses 
the name "Christmas, 11 which we already associate with J:,e I s black blood 
("Did you ever hear of a white man named Christmas 11 (p.29)) as "heathenish 
. . . • sacri lege 11 (p.135), Joe does not even bother to think 11 .My name 
ain't McEachern. My name is Christmas." (p.136) So firmly a part of 
Joe is his name and its associations, he does not need to consciously 
think it. 
Joe neither fears nor ha~es him. 
It was the wor:an: that soft kindness which he 'believed 
himself d:)Omed to be forever victim of and which he 
hated worse than he did the hard and ruthless justice 
of nen. (p.158) 
I 
; McEachem impers onally metes out punishment or reward, whichever is 
II called f::>r by his system of eithics, but Xrs. ~:eEacbem has no ethical 
11 ,, 
sense. 
I 
i 
~~Eachem has instilled in Joe the Calvinistic concept of good 
' and evil, and J-Je most certainly aligns Mrs. McEachern, woman, with the 
I 
r forces of evil. 
I 
P~ sees her, as he d:ies the dietician, as deceotive, 
I unpredictable and 11casting a faint taint of evil about the most trivial 
I 
I 
1' 
, ; 
It 
Ii 
!! 
!, 
, of actions." (p.157) 
i 
Joe constantly and maliciously betrays her. When l' 
t.ells him about her secret cache of money, he steals from her and is jf : she 
I 
.! 
'i confounded by her refusal to r eact. When she interferes with his 
I 
! rnent by bringing him food, he flings it on the floor. 
J; 
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Joe's disgust and distrust of women are given s~xual overtones as 
he reaches puberty. W'hen he learns of menstruation, he is outraged and 
tries to buy i mmunity with a ritual baptism in sheep's blood. Later, 
when Bobbie Allen again explains menstruation to him, he hecomes physi-
cally sick and envisions a row of "ranked and moonlit urns" oozing with 
"something liquid , deathcol ored, and foul ." (p.178) To Christmas the 
menstrual cycle is not the sumbol of fertility and the life force but 
"pericdic filth." (p.173) 
Joe reacts to his first sexu·al encounter with viol ence . When he 
enters the shed where the negro girl with whom he is expected to have 
intercourse is waiting, he is overcome with revulsion and beats her. 
This episode links , in both Joe's and the r eader's minds , Joe's 
revulsion for wo men with his c:mcept of Negro . For it is not any woman 
he meets in the shed but "wonanshenegro" ( p . Ha) , the apotheosis of a 11 
women . Joe react s with the same revulsion pr ecipitated ea rlj er by the 
dietician ' s toothpaste. But this time the "something in him trying to 
get out" (9.lh6) is not mere physical ill ness bu~ spiritual out rage. 
J oe, imbued with Y:cEachern's Cal vinistic system of ethics, sees the 
negro girl not only as revolting but as evil and death- linked ; her eyes, 
I in the darkness , a re " two glints like reflection of dead stars" at the 
bottom of a "bl ack well." (p . 147) He r eacts to this evil in the way 
I 
I 
I 
L 
! 
his stepfather has taught him to r eact--with physical violence . Later, 
when Joe and Bobbie Allen have beco?Tle l ove rs and are lying in bed together, 
he tells her that he has " some Nige;er blood" (p.184) as if trading a I 
l over' s secret. Still later, after Bobbie has oetrayed him and destroyed 1 
the l ast shreds of his youthful idealism, Joe ' s belief that he is part 
- ·-
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women as he has been disgusted . ·,·lhen a white prostitut e blandly accepts 
and dismi sses his negro blood , Joe is doubly out raged. 
Faulkner tells us again and again that Joe Christ mas' conflic t is 
rooted i n his mixed blood . ~!hether or not Joe is , in fact, part negro 
makes no difference ; it is enough that he believes he has black blood . 
Jo e Chr istmas , schooled in the white world ' s system of mores , associates 
Negro with animality and sex; and, school ed in his stepfather's rigid 
Calvinism, he aligns that animality and sex with evil and damnation . 
He i s ou traged by the negro i n himself and the focus of his outrage 
becomes woman, the "womanshenegr o" (p .11.a ) of his first sexua l encounter. 
But just as Joe, white man, cannot accept his negro blood , neither can 
Joe, black man , accept his whit e bl ood . He knows that he is differP.nt; 
he has always kn:>wn, and he rebels against the white W')rld just as 
fiercely as he does against the black . 'l'he murder of his steofather 
vividly reflects that rehellion . Joe has always resisted t he strangle-
hol d ¥~Eachern W':)Uld have on him ; he refuses to nray, to learn a cate-
1 chism that woul d name him_, Negro, as evil. '!'hough McEachern and the 
: whi te world ' s system of mor al ity have made him believe tha t he is damned , 
Joe ' s bl ack blood will not l et him admit or accept it . After Joe ' s 
1 
murder of McEachern and Bobbl ie Allen ' s subsequent betrayal , there is no 
hope that J0e Christmas will ever fit into the white community. He ~egin 
a fifteen-yea r - l ong f l ight down "a thousand savage and bnel y streets" 
(p . 207) that run as one street . During this period , we are told , Joe 
expl or~s the negro wor ld and tries to negate his white bl ood. ':le see 
Joe , while living with a 
!I 
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wo~an who resembled an e~ony carving ••• • trying to 
breathe into himself the dark odor, the dark and inscrutabl e 
thinking and being of negroes, with each suspiration try-
ing to expel from himself Lhe white blood. (p . 212) 
But Joe can no more become a black man than he can become a wholly white 
man. His att.empts only make him "whiten and taut.en , his whole being 
writhe and strain with physical outrage and spiritual denial . " (p.212) 
Faulkner has been faul t ed by many critics for leaving a fifteen-year-
long gap in the story of Joe Christmas . But Faul kner, by omitting 
extraneous detail s , has made his r~ader focus upon the only important 
fact in Christmas' life: his inability to reconcile his white and black 
bl oods . 1-f-e remains, at the end of these lost years , a man "driven by "the I 
courage of flagged and spurred despair." (p . 213) 
Joe ' s stru~gle i s clarified further in the next few chapters of 
Light in August in which Joe meets and enters into a relationship with 
Joanna Burden . There are many obvious similarities between Joe and 
Joanna, from the trivial sharing of a common first name to the "black 
cur se" each struggles against . R.G . Collins , in his essay on Light in 
August , emphasizes their similarity in ~ackground. Calvin Burden , 
1 Joanna's grandfather, is surely no less race mad than old Doc Hines. 
Though one is an aboliLionist and the otr.er an advocate of white 
supr emacy, both agree that "the Negro is t.he original accursed of God 
and therefore represents the white man's guilt . 1124 Collins al so points 
out the parallel between the murder of Joanna's half-brother over a 
question of negro voting and Christmas I own death 1·ater in the book. 
Both men are of m~xed race (like the younger Calvin , Christmas ' father 
is said to be, in fact, of Mexican not. negro ancestry) , and both die 
oLJ,.h.fL.b.la_c.k_r:a_c..e ... ~~ J p. 2.40J= =F=a'--ul kn.e ~le..a v.e_s_no .. 
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doubt i n the r eader 1 s mind that Joanna is very much the spir i t ual s i ster 
of her half- brother though he was killed a decade before her birth. It 
is at his grave that her father confers to four-year-old Joanna her 
terrible heri t.age--"the cur se of every white child that ever was born 
and that ever will be born." (p.239) Joanna , innocen t till that moment, 
is now cur sed by t he same spect.re that haunted her grandfather and 
brother before her. She envisions t he Negro "no t as a people , but as a 
thing, a black shadow int.he shape of a cross" (p.239) upon which the 
white race is f orever c r ucified. Like Christmas, Joanna equates Negro 
with sin, a sin with which she, as surely as Christmas , is hopelessly 
tainted. Al so like Christmas Joanna exhibits a kind of dual personality 
which further compl icates her belie f tha t the Negro represents white 
man's sin, guilt, and damnation. 
Chris tmas , a divided man himself, at o~ce recognizes and is drawn 
to Joanna's duality. By night she reuresents "a horizon of ohysica l 
security and adultery if not pl P.a sure" ( p . 221), but dur ing the day she 
is inviolable and masculine. Du r ing the fi r st pha se of their relation-
ship, J oanna holds Chr ist mas hy his inabil ity to corrupt her. In 
preceding chapt ers we have seen that he is both repelled by women because 
of their incons tancy and feminine weakness and dra~m to them out of a 
need to violate, outrage and , t.hereby, nullify them. But Joe mus t 
violate Joanna anew each night in a s truggle as between men 11 for an 
object of no value to either, and for which they str uggled on pr inciple 
alone." (p.222) He is confounded by her ; in frustration he goes to the 
kitchen and, i n a s cene reminiscent of an earlier episode with Mrs. 
At las~, j McEachern, smashes "Lhe plates of food she has set out for him. 
11 
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J= 16 -- ·-· - -- ·-- -·· l after a six-month interval, Joanna capitulates to Christmas. Ironically, ! I he feels he will now have the upper hand. Joanna's surren:ler is "in 
words. 11 ( p.227) · She relates to Christmas her family history and pointed 
reaffirms the fact that, as Christmas has already told her, he is 
"part nigger." (p.240) 
During the sPcond pl"iase of their relati:>nship, Joanna, "the New 
England glacier, 11 · gives way "to the fire of the New England biblical 
hell." (p.244) J-::,e, no longer mere man to Joanna, bec-::,mes, instead, 
Negro, symbol and instrument of her sin and damnation. She has, until 
now, devoted herself solely to the enlightenment of the Negro not out 
of compassion but in an attempt to redeem herself from the "black 
shadow." (p.239) But redemption is forever unattainable for 
in order to rise, you must raise the shadow with you. 
Eut you can never lift it up to your level •••• 
escape it you cannot. (p.240) 
We are aware that Joanna's duality is one of sex; she is at once mascu-
line and feminine. We now come to realize that her duality, like 
Christmas', is also one of spirit. By day Joanna remains manlike, 
1 austere, living an ascetic life devoted to her cause of redemption, but 
II in darkness the "night sist.er" ( p. 248) emerges, manifesting herself in 
I! an obsession with sex. 
11 
Like Christmas, Joanna is both spiritually 
I!, inviolable and damned, and also like Christmas, she associates sin with 
:I Negro and Negro with sex. Compared to Christmas' "anonymous promis-
1t I' cuity," (p.2u6) Joanna's new-found sexuality is oerverse, corrupt. She 
;I almost gleefully exploits her believed sinfulness in an attempt to make 
ll 
1· up for "her whole past life, the starved years" (p.250) of goodness. 1' 
1! 
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She appoints secret meetings about 1-he house and grounds where Christ.mas 
finds her "in the wild throes of nyphotriania, her body" (p . 245) assuming 
erotic poses remini scent of Beardsley. In fits 0f jealous rage , she 
accuses and attacks him for imagined he t.rayals; she exhibits the "rapt 
• • • and detached int-erest 0f a surgeon" (p . 244) in the body and its 
sexual possibilities and displays "an avidit.y for the f:>rbidden word-
symbols ; an insat.iable appetite for the sound of them on his tongue 
and on her own. " (p . 244) Christmas is both frightened and fa scinated 
by J oanna's furious and perverse sexuality, and the reader is made to 
see Joanna's nymphomania as a funcLion of both the knowledge that she is 
hopelessly damned and the Puritanical notion that sex equals sin . 
It is fitting tha t Christmas, as Negro, precipitates her downfall. 
As long as Joanna can maintain her twin identities , she holds 
Christmas as if by a scell. For Joanna r eflects and allows Christmas ' 
own duality; he envisions J'Janna as 
two creatures t.hat struggled in one body like two moon 
gleamed shapes •••• Now it would be t ha t still , cold , 
contained figure •• • who, even though l ost and damned, 
remained somehow impervious and im;,regnable; then it would 
be the other, the second one, who in furious denial of 
that impregnability strove to drown in the black abyss. (p.246) 
It is an aot description of Christmas himself. Joanna, however, cannot 
maintain her duality of sex or of spirit. She must eventua lly give over 
to her old self and atiempt forgiveness , if n0t salva~ion. fhe relation-
ship between Joanna and Christmas fades gradually into its third and 
final phase. Joanna tries desperat.ely, for a t i-re , to sust.ain t.he fury 11 
of the second phase, pleading to "be damned a little longer . " (p.250) 
She misinterprets her approaching menopause as pregnancy , a mistake 
I 
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1
 made bitterly ironic by the reader's knowledge that her relationship 
I with Joe will result not in new life but in death. At last Joanna gives 
i over utterly to the daylight sister; she becomes as frantically obsessed 
I with penance as she was earlier with sex. And Christmas, the abject 
and instrument of her sexual obsession, naw becomes the f'Jcus af her 
penitence. She would cleanse herself through him f'Jr he is Negro, living 
symbol 'Jf her damnation and shame. She begs him t'.) cray with her, she 
offers to send him to a negro college where he can study law, she promise 
to make him averseer of her estate; 
Christmas at first will not accept the change in Joanna. Each 
I 
' time she summons him to the house, he prepares himself "like a bridegroom'! 
(p.2S3) who is "once again on r.he verge of promise and delight." (p.257) 
1 
I But r.he desperate hope for a return to their old relationshi'!) ~ives way 
to the realization that Joanna demands that he assume the role af peni-
tent negro. She insists not only that he choose between his white and 
, black bloods but that he renent, negating thereby "the thirty years that 
I I have lived to make me what I ch, se to be," (p, 251) Joe is faced with 
! the obliteration of self; in a tP.rrifying vision he sees himself l'Jst I 
l 
I 
I• "in the middle of a plain where there was no house, not even sn'Jw, 
!I not even wind." (p.255) He is at first afraid, then enraged by Joanna's 
11 
1
1 
attempts to ger. him ta pray with her. He sees 'beside her bed the same 
H 
Ii "prints of knees" (p.264) in prayer he saw as a boy living with the 
II 
!'. McEacherns; once again he is faced with a choice that is impossible f'Jr I! 
i
1
! him to !!lake. Neither Christmas nar Joanna will surrender; "he would nat ! . 
j! 
i[ even go away." (p.264) Indeed, he cannot escape, for his conflict with 
j: Joanna, as with McEachern before her, is a reflectian of the oaradox whic 
i !'. 
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is the very center of his being . He is and must he both saved and 
danmed , innocent and corrupt, white and black. 
Both Christmas and J oanna realize the futility of thei r s truggle. 
Joanna has al ready told him that. "it w:mld be better if we b::>th were 
dead" (p . 263) , and she prepares to offer up her own l ife as well as his 
in final sacrifice to the "black curse . " But J oe is not yet ready to 
give up; in accordance with the "flat pa ttern" (p.266) :>f conflict , 
despair, and violence that characterizes his life, Joe kills Joanna 
and fle·es . 
· During the firs t days of Joe ' s flight into the countryside sur-
rounding Jefferson, he remains pitted agains t both white and black 
co1TU11unities . Joe Christmas , black rnn, is hunted by white societ y becaus 
he has acted out its age-old fear and expectation ; he has raped and 
murdered a white woman . At the same time Joe Christmas, white man , can 
find no refuge in the black comrnuni t y. ':!hen he enter s a bl ack country 
church to seize the pulpit and curse god , the black parishioner s take 
him fort.he "devil • •• • Sa tan himself" (p .305) because he is white . 
Directly after the episode at the coun~ry church , Chri stmas 
under goes an abrupt and rather startling change . In an attempt to el ude 
his pursuers , he excha~ges shoes with a negro woman , and the putting on 
of the "black shoes" (p.313) seems to suggest acceptance of the negro 
within himself, "the bl ack abyss which had been waiting, trying, for 
thirty years t o drown him . 11 (p . 313) He l oses t rack of time and physica l 
sensa~ions; he is no l onger dr 1ven by hunger, and sleep and wakefulness 
meld into one semi- conscious s~a~e. The old hos t ility is gone ; when he 
asks what day it.. is, he does so p~litely and with thanks. And when he 
cabin to ea~, he is ast~nished that t he inha~itants are 
i 
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11 of their br::>ther afraid." (p. 317) After days of wandering, Joe is 
brought back into conscio::>usness by the "urgent need t..o strike off the 
accomplished days toward some purpose ." (p.317) We soon realize . that 
he is determined to be captured. He sets off for the nearest t ::>~m, 
ent.ering again 11 the street which ran for thirty years." (p. 321) 
'fhe story of J,:,e 's seven- day flight after murderi:1g Joanna Burden 
is perhaps the mJst perplexing passage in Light in August . It is compli-
cated further by our need to understand Joe ' s actions after Joanna's 
murder in order to put his own death into oerspective . It is fairly 
obvious that Joe, for a time at least, manages to disassJciate hiMself 
from his life-long struggle and attain the peace for which he has longed 
for thirty years. '!'he reasons Qehind his sudden tranquility, however, 
are unclear. 
We are tempted to view the "black shoes" (p.313) Joe new wears 
and his mention of Negroes as "br::>thers" as i1dications that Joe has 
assumed the identity ::>f Negro, thereby r esolvi ng the conflict hetwe.en 
his white and black bloods. Certainly the many parallels between Joe's 
life and the Christ myth would seem to substantiate this interpretation. 
Joe's seven days after Joanna's murder become, then, a kind of Passi::>n 
Play ; he cleanses the temple at the bl ack country church, partakes Jf a 
Last Supper at the negr o cabin, wrestles alone with the knowledge that 
death and life are no longer in his control, and emerges from solitude 
on Friday to allow himself to be captured and crucified . Carrying the 
anal~gy still further, Ch r istmas ' death and ascension i nto the hearts 
and minds of the tragedy's onlookers become , like Christ's crucifixion, 
a redemptive and cleansing force for all of society. 11lher eas Christ 
lj 
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died to save man from the sins inherited at the Fall, Christmas dies a 
martyr to 1..he "black curse" with which the white race is tainted and, in 
dying, redeems all whites. 
Although, as many critics have noted, there is much to compel the 
interpretation outlined above, it presents a num~er of problems. If we 
conclude that Joe has made a choice between his whi1..e and black bloods 
and is r eady to rejoin the society that demanded of him that choice, we 
are left wondering why he is still described as an outcast, "a foreigner 
to the very immutable laws which earth must obey." (p.320) We are also 
unable to explain why Joe, havi ng allowed himself to be captured, breaks 
free again. Although Gavin Stevens' analysis of Joe's actions is over 
simplified, Joe's behavior certainly suggests tha~ he is once again 
caught up in the struggle between his white and black bloods. But mos~ 
important are the difficulties that arise from the notion that Joe's 
death somehow purges s::>c iety of II the curse of the black race." (p.240) 
We are urged by the obvious Chri st parallel and Faulkner's description 
of J:,e's crucifixion and ascension to view his death as somehow 
redemptive, but there is little indication tha~ this redemotion involves 
a casting off of the "black curse." Certainly we cannot offer the 
tenuous suggestion that Christmas, representing mankind, is reborn in 
Lena I s child "Joe, the son of Joe" (p.264) as proof; and no where is it 
I' suggested that the racist attitudes displ ayed throu~hout the book have 
-! been in any way altered by Joe's death. Society remains unchanged, and 
I 
j life goes on as usual for Lena Grove and, after a moment 'Jf illurnination,
11
,· 
! for Reverend Hightower as well. 
I 
1 It is necessary f-::>r us to find other reasons f:,r Christmas 1 sudden!! 
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(p . 320) and to arrive at a more valid , 
'l'his interpretaiion , 1.0 my mind , is rooted 
not i n the resolution of the conflict between Joe ' s black and white 
bloods but i n 1.he impossibility of such a resol ution . A careful look 
at the basis of Joe ' s conflict reveals that his death . is -not the resul t 
of a decision to . assume the identity of Negro ; he dies because he cannot 
and will not choose : "he never acted like either a niP.ger or a whi t e 
man. 11 ( p . 331) 
Throughout L;ght in August Joe Christmas is descr ibed as a raciall . 
divided man , but the outward s i gn of J'.)e ' s dual iiy, his mixed blood, 
mirr ors a more subtl e division . Joe is caught i n a struggle between 
body and spir it , between the fact of his physical existence and 
"spirit ual denial" (p . 212) of even the most basic of b:idily orocesses . 
We have come to see that black bl ood suggests to Christmas sexuality I 
and fecundity, the life force itself . His c:inception of Negro is I 
r eflec Led by overtly s exual terms like "fecundmelbw" and "Ughtlos s hot 11 
wet " (p.107) , and al l women become representations of the " Pr im:igenitive J 
Female" ( p .107 ), the "womanshenegro" (p . 147) of his first sexual Ii 
ii 
Ii 
! ' 
1: 
encount er. t:~e also know from J:,e ' s experience at t he orphanage , his 
reaction toward women , and his relati:inship with Joanna Burden t ha t he 
1 
~quates Negro with sin as well as with sex. It is J~e Christmas , white 
I
man , who aligns the life force and all its symbols with evil and for 
ji 
ll 
1! 
Ii Ii whom the sexual act is not l ife- engendering but death - linked . 
•I 
I Joe's baptism in sheep ' s blood after learning about men~trua~ion 
But Joe cannot 
I is a desperate attempt to buy immunity from his bl ack blood and all tha t 
'1'!1 1· t h t as come o represent . 
= ; as evil, perverse--"not in 1!lY l ife and ~ l ?v e . 11 (p .174) 
He will not be part :if a life force he sees 
I: 
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buy immunity; his body, as well as his black blood, is constant reminder 
that he cannot e scape a world of which he is physically a part . All of 
life has been !)Oisoned by Joe's vision , and he not anly alienates him-
self from "his native earth" (p.320) but t urns away from his O'Jl flesh 
as well. Divided against himself, he wat.ches his body "turning slow 
and la scivious in a whi spering of gutter filth like a drowned corpse in 
a thick st.ill black pool . " (p .99) Joe 's ':Jody is both mark of his own 
corruptian and sign of his appraaching death . 
Looked at in this way, Joe's problem is not as simple as choosing 
to be negro or white man; he is and must be black and white, body as well 
as spirit. It can be argued that, in the seven days following Joanna's 
murder, Joe comes to t.erms wit.h ~he conflict he has been unable to 
outrun for thirty years and realizes, as Joanna did before him, the 
futility '.)f s truggle. Certainly Jae's cormnent that he has "been 
further in these seven days than in all the thirty years" (p .321) indi-
cates that he has att.ained some degree '.)f self-awarenes s . And if Joe 
has come to an und~rs tanding of the nature and irres'Jlvability of his 
conflict, his new sense of peace can be seen as accept.ance of deat.h as 
his only escape . We know by the "black shoes" ( p . 313) Joe now wears 
and his referral to Negroes as "brothers" that he acknowledges , for a 
time at least, the fact of his black blood; but Joe, looki~g s till 
through the eyes of a white man , sees 11 t.he black tide creeping up his 
legs" (p.321) not as capitulation to the role of Negro but as sign of 
his own corruption and inevitable death. 
I 
Although Faulkner suggests that. Christmas gains new insight into 1, 
11 his internal conflic t in she days following Joanna's murder, Joe's . II 
!1 thoughts and feelinfilJ are never fully revealed. We are P£.e.v.en~ecLf.z:o~·m___J==~=== 
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determining with any certainty, therefore , just what it is that ?recipi-
tates Joe 's " sudden peace" (p.320) and his resolve to give himself up. 
Perhaps it i s only profound physical and mental exhausti on that triggers 
both Joe ' s peac e and his surr ender; Joe admits t hat he i s tired of 
s truggling, "tired of running of having t o ca rry my l i fe like it was a 
basket of eggs ." (p.319) Bu t it can als::> be ar gued t ra t J')e's sense of 
peace is the r esult n::>t ::>f self-awareness ::> r weariness bu t his definite, 
.if brief, relea se fr::>m physical r ea l ity. ',Te \m')w that J::,e sees his body 
and all the natural world as corrupt and that his conflict is rooted in 
a d i visi ::>n of spirit agains t flesh . But in the days fo llowing J')anna ' s 
death, Joe seems t o los~ c::mtact with his body; "the immutable laws which 
earth must obey" (p.320) and which Joe struggles against no longer c')nt.r o 
him. He finds hi msPlf out.side of time, the "orderly pa rade of named and 
numbered days" (p . 3lu), and he is unabl e to di stingui sh day from night, 
waking from s leep. He is . described as "weightless" (p. 315), "dry and 
light" (p.320), as i f without physica l substance , and t.he earth is 
"without sol i dity" (p.315) beneath his f eet . Joe , himself, seems to sub-
stantiate t.his interpreta tion; he attributes his sudden sense of peace 
to the loss of his earlir:>r obsessive need to ea t. 'I'hroughout Light in 
August Joe rejects f ood as a symbol n::>t only of life but of his ::>wn 
I 
unwilling participati::>n in its orocesses . But in the days aft er Joanna ' s! 
· death, Joe separates hi~self from physical reality; he i s no longer 
hungry and eat.sonly because he knows he must. Later, when Joe has 
decided to give himself up to his pur suer s , he sees his apor::>aching 
i death as final re l ease fror11 his body and its compulsions: "suddenly 
! the true answer comes to him ••• ' I don I t ha ve to b')the r about having 1' ) 
: to eat, BOl:!.Jl£re -----•.--._._J'ha.t_!_s._w:ha t. _Lt,_.J.s .• ~ • .3.2_0l_ I 
~ ~ 
Although several re asons are suggest ed for Chris t ~as ' sense of 
peace in the days following Joanna's death, none involve capitulation 
25 
to the identity of Negro and all reflect the complexity and irresolva-
bility of Joe 's conflict. For thirty years he has refused either to 
give up hi s internal struggle or to submit to the will and wishes of 
others, but now, prJmpted by weariness or despair, Joe yields to both . 
Even before his murder of Joanna, Joe realizes that his past, present and 
future are of the same "flat pa t 1.ern, going on" (p.266), but Qnly now, 
after seven days of solitude, dQes he accept capt ure and death as the 
only way out of "that circle •••• the r ing of what I have already 
done and cannot ever undo. " (p . 321) Not only does Joe accept death but 
I he accepts it :m society's terms. Realizing that "there is a rule to 
catch me by" (p.319), he plays out his pa rt i n society's charade; he 
wanders about the streets of Mottstown until he is recognized and 
captured. Joe, for the first t i~e , bends to the trill of society and 
complies with the rules he has so long r ebell ed against . 
If the story of Joe Christmas were to end here, his passive 
acceptance of capture and death c~uld be easily compared to Joanna's 
I planned suicide Qr Hightower's retreat from l ife int o a world of fantasy. 
fut Joe , unlike e'ither Hightower or J eanna, ultimately cannot, will not 
give up the l ife-long struggle he has waged against soci e~y and himself. 
Once i n Jefferson Joe breaks free of his captors and flees to Hightower's 
house where, we are told, he hopes to f ind sanctuary . Faulkner's account 
of J~e's escape and death. reaffirms all we have come to know of Joe's 
cha racter and life experience. 
For thirty years Joe Christmas attempts to integrate a world 
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hq,elessly divided between white and black, good and evil, spirit and 
flesh. Joe's search for meaning and order in an absurd world is 
essential; it is a desperate atternot to· resolve his paradox of self. 
Not only is Joe made compulsi vely aware of the world's division by his 
O'Wl'l mixed blood, but it also prevents him from accepting the artificial 
order society imposes upon the W'Jrld. Society will n,:,t allow ambiguity; 
it dictates that Christmas, and all men, be eiLher white or negro, 
hero or villain, saint or sinner. Christmas tries for a time to make 
a choice, but he can accept neit.her McEachern 's white world and its 
religion nor the black community and all it comes to represent. J-:,e 
insists upon seeing Lhings as they are; he will. accept nothing less. 
Unable to choose between his black and white bloods, Christmas is not 
only cast out of a society that dew.ands that choice but tormented by 
his own need to unite a divided self. Christmas can, even after his 
! murder of J'Janna Burden, elude society, but he cannot esca pe himself. 
'I'he "savage and l':>nely streets" (p.207) run in a circle, and we feel I that Joe, backwardlooking and desperate from she beginning, has known 
I all along "that, like the eagle, his own flesh as well as all space was 
i still a cage." (p.l~l) But Christmas, though ,. caught in an impossible 
I conflict, refuses to compre>mise or to give up his struggle, and it is 
I that refusal tr.at both precipilates his death and allows him t~ transcend 
I t. he world of ordinary men. Like Faustus, he defies society I s "Shalt Not" 
I' (p. 194); and like Christ., paradoxical symbol of Spirit made Flesh, Joe 
,I maintains his duality to the very last. We are urged to see Joe's death, 
11 itself as the result of vacillation between opposites; though we must 
! reject Gavin Stevens' account of Joe's actions preceding his death as 
: 
1 
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absurdly simplistic, it is ma de clear t hat Christ mas "neither surrendered 
' or resist ed ." (p.L19) Joe is crucified upon · t.he same "black shadow in th 
shape of a cross" (p.239) J oanna earlier envis~oned; he i s no t vi ctim of 
his black bl ood but of the f usion of good and evil, white and black, 
spirit and fles h both Joe;1 s mixed bl ood and Joanna's cross have come to 
represent . 
Our sense of Joe 's duality and vacill ati on is heigh t ened f urther 
by their contrast to the f anatic r igidity of Per cy Grimm. GriJTIJ'll, much 
like Simon ~cEachern, is .pr opelled.against Joe not by malice or anger 
but by ruthless and "blind obedience" (p .426) to a moral code that does 
not allow amhiguity or indecision. Joe, by refus ing to comply with a 
social order that demands he be "either a nigger or a white man" (p.331), 
! makes hi s orm death inevitable; and Per cy Grimm, self-pr oclaimed prot.ecto 
of law and order and r epresentation of " the i mpl acable undeviation of 
Juggernaut or Fate" ( p.435), is Joe I s fitting executi:mer. 
I r onica lly, J oe's inahili ty to choose between his black and white 
identities not only hrings about his death but gives hi s life experience 
profound significance . In contras t to Percy J rimm, obedient pa"m "to 
whatever Player moved him on the Boa rd" (p.437), J0e remains free of 
I any definition of self save his own . His murder becomes a ritua l of 
"shameless savageness" (p.u38); Grimm is the high pries t of social order, 
and Joe, i n denial of that order, as sumes the heroic proportions of a 
I pot ent and "furious god" (p.438), the years of r esi stance, viol ence , and 
despair culminating in the image of his "raised and ar?T1ed and manacled 
hands full of glare and glitter like light ening bolts ." (p.L38) We are j 
urged to see Joe ' s dea~h as both ascension and r elease . Certainly Joe's I 
===''=========== ====================='= == 
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separation from his body and his black blood, exagger at ed by his ritual 
cas tration, puts an end to his st.ruggle; his "peaceful and unfathomable jl 
and unbearable eyes" ( p . 439) seem to -..zelcome n::m-being as "desire and 
fulfillment" (p.h25), solidarity and peace. But it is J:>e ' s refusal 
to give up his s truggle, to negate all t hat he knows nimself to be , that 
I allows him to transcend t.he circle tha t entraps him, that sends him 
" soaring into their memor ies f:>rever and ever." (p .l.tho) It is Joe 's 
doomed ·and heroic struggle that is "of itse lf al one serene , of i t self 
alone triumphant." (p.440) 
Throughout Light in August, Joe's character and his s truggle are 
counterpoin1.ed in the s t ories of · Ga le Hight ~wer and Lena Grove . ·· · • 
Both Lena and Hightower l ive in the same divided world Joe inhabits, 
but they deal with it in decidedly different ways . Our concept of Joe 
Christmas is strengthened by the contra s t Lena and Hightower provtde. 
Hightower shares much of Joe 's .disgust f or l ife and -:::ihysical reality • 
. . 
,. 
In childhood he turns away from his father ' s practicality and r o~ust 
health and identifies , inst.ead, wit.h his rriother's "frustrat.ion and 
suffering" (p.450) and "physical betrayal." (p.450) Hi ght.ower and his 
mother live "like two small, weak beasts i n a den, a cavern" (p:uso) 
/ 
where his fathe r is an intruder, an enemy. Hightower also displays 
a distrust and ambivalence towards women , Lhf> symbol of life , t ha t is 
remarkably like Christmas 's own. He cautions Byr on against Lena,· whom 
Hight.ower believes will corrupt fyron, and he is unable to resp:md to 
Hightower sees t..he sexua l ·act n':>t 
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shadow of a chain ." (p.uSu) Although Chris tmas' and Eightower's percep-
tions of life are equally oerverse , Chris t mas exhibits a desperate 
vitality; he refuses to let lo:>se his hold on life and his own sense :>f 
reality. Hightower, however, runs headl:>ng away from l ife and its 
complexities; we are told in countless ways that he is, by his own choice 
"not in life anymore." (p.284) In contrast to Christmas' constant and 
"doomed ••• motion" (p.213) and c onflict, Hightower is static and 
unresisting; his attitude is one of "shrinking and denial." (p .77) 
Christmas enters into battle with almost everyone he meets, but Hightower 
surrenders without a fight t o t he beatings and abuse of the townspeople 
who oppose him. Chri s t mas ' body, though symbol of h1s sense of corrup-
tion, is continually described as 11 hard, sufficient, potent ••• 
strong" (p.150); but High't::>wer's s"Lale and "obese shapelessness" (p.3L2), 
reminiscent of "an eastern idol" (p . 83) , is constant symbol of -weakness , 
"disuse and supineness and shabby remoteness from the w::>rld. 11 (p.3u2) 
Hightower takes refuge from reality in a life of isolation, marked by 
a preference for the II sapless trees and de hydra 1-ed lu s ts" (p. 301) of 
Tennyson and a preoccupation with the image of' his . grandfather's death, 
"the only day he[Hightowerjseemed t o have ever lived in." (p.57) For 
Hightower life is imperfect and ugly, but t-he vision of "galloping 
I 
calvary and his dead grandfather shot from the galloping horse 0 (p.56) 
t.ransports him to ·an uncomplicated and oerfect world, "the fine shape 
of eternal y:,uth and virginal desire." (p .458) But the price Hight~wer 
pays for his vision of perfect.ion is his life. Hight?wer's ::>bsession 
wit-h the blo::>dless image of his dead grandfather nQt Qnly renders his 
I own life sterile but orecipitates the destructi?n ::>f 11 sQmeone out.side 
I 
I! 
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mysel f" (p . 465), H1.ghtower' s wife . When H:i.ght ower has been coaxed hack 
i nto life by his carticipation in the bir t h of Lena ' s baby, his 
involvement in his wife ' s death tecomes horr ibly clear. Hightower 
envisions himsel f encircled by his parishioners ' f aces which 11mirror 
as tonish!llent, puzzlement , then outrage , t.hen fear " (p.462 ) not only at 
his fai l ure as a minister but at his "col d, t erribl e •• • detachment" 
(p . 463 ) and abandonment of humanity. But Hightower will not admit any 
guilt; he r efuses to believe that he has t aken part in any suffering 
save his •Y•,m . He has 11 bought and paid fo r" (p. 464) immunity from an 
i mperfect world and any part in i ts imper fection. ·l'he 11 wheel of think-
ing" (p.462), now in motion, moves onward of its :>wn violition . 
Hi ght ower 
is unaware of what it is approaching •••• ' I have 
bought TTJY ghos t, even th'.mgh I did pay for it with 
rrry life . And who can fo r bid me doin~ t ~at ? I t is 
any man's privilege to destroy himself, so long as he 
does not injure anyone else, so long as he lives to 
and of himself.' (p.464) 
I 
11 
I 
For H~ghtower it i.s a moment of terr ible ill uminat.ion: his obsession 
his dead grandfather and denial of l ife has l ed not just t o his own 
wiih l 
11 
destr uct ion but to that of his wif e . He r ealizes that he was 11 instru-
l ment of her despair and death" (p . 465 ) and that his life of non-involve-
'j ment i s a lie . He has "not even been clay11 (p . 465) but part of the 
II same malevol ence and imperf ec tion he sought to escape . H;ghtower ' s 
I, visi0n cont.inues . I n 11 1..he lambent suspension -:,f August" (p . 46S) he sees 
II a ha lo of faces that blend and fuse as i f to suggest the invol vement of 
I; all men in the lives of their fell~ws . Even the faces ~f Christmas and 
I! Grimm, established earlier as opp~si tes , merge into an "i nextricable 
1.: 
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compositeness11 (p.h65); victim and executi'.)ner are indistinguishable. 
Highto·wer's brief return to life, culmina"ting in the realization 
t.hat he cannot buy im1nunity from his own humanity, comes too late to 
permanently restore him or t.o save Christmas . Hightower flees back i nto 
the vision of his dead grandfa ther and a deaih-in-life existeDce . The 
close of his story finds him 
leaning forward in ihe window, his bandaged head huge 
and wj thout depth upon the twin bl obs of his hands 
upon the ledge, it seems to him that he siill hears 
them: the wild bugles and clashing saor es and the 
dying thunder of hooves. (p.h67) 
The story of P.ightower's retreat from life provides a vivid contra t 
to the almJst heroic struggle and death of Joe Christmas . Perhaps the 
most provocative suggestion of Joe and Hightower's difference lies in 
their contrasting vi sions of the urn. For both the image of the urn 
acts as metaphor for their perception of l i fe and response to that 
perception . Christmas envisions a row of crac~ed and im~erfect urns 
"and from each crack there i ssued sor.1e-c,hing liquid, deathcolored , and 
foul." (p.178) Although Joe sees life as perverse, corrupt and death-
linked, he rebels and struggles against that vision . He is , above all , 
desperately and vitally alive. Hightower shares Joe's sense of life's 
perversity, but unlike Christmas, Hightower reacts to ~his knowledge by 
withdrawing from life. In contrast to Chri stmas ' urn, Hightower's vision 
is rarified and empty; he does not see an um at all but "a classic and 
ser ene vase" (p.453 ) in which his spirit is no more than "a handful of 
rotting dust." (p . ~53) 
The shift from urn to vase ••• is a significant one, 
confirming in this sterile symbol the shift from the 
pulsing, dark and deaLhly existential concern of Joe 
Christ mas ••• Lo the pulsele~~ aesthetic distance of 
Hightower's non-living ourity. / 
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Like the image of his grandfa ther's "eternal youth and virginal desire" 
(p.458), P.ightower 's cl assic vase might be perfect, but it is also 
sterile, rem:>ved not only from death but "from the harsh gale of living11 
(p.453) as well. 
Unlike either Christmas or Hightower, Lena Grove cannot be 
defined by her vision of the uni ; indeed it is the absence of such a 
visi~n that is significant . Lacking the consciousness of Christmas or ' 
Hightower, Lena can have no perception of life 0r vision of its metaphor, 
the urn ; "all-existing rather than envisioni":g , 11 26 she is an actual 
f igure of Faulkner' s urn : 
she advanced in identical and deliberate wagons as through 
a sucession of creakwheeled and limpeared avatars, like 
something moving f orever and without progress across an 
urn . (p . 5) 
"And how different an urn from those of Christmas ' vision , one that holds 
death as part of the ongoing life process , one that ••• holds the body 
of death as the womb hol ds Lhe body of life, a :i.d in a symbol that recalls 
the womb. 1127 Lena embodies the endlessly repetitive processes of birth 
and death. She is 1.,he " Primogeni tive Ferrta le11 ( p . 107) t.ha t. Christmas 
struggles against and P-ightower denies . 
Our sense of Lena 's unself- conscious oneness with life t.hat. the 
11 urn 
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image provides is important to an understanding of her ctaracter and 
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over that role. She is seen by some as a kind of earth mot her, all-
knowing and profound . She and EyrJn Bunch are often called Faulkner's 
nor~ative characters, reaffirminf. the sanity and sanctity of man; Lena, 
not Christmas, is sometimes call ed the her oic f igure in Light in August. 
Or,her critics consider Lpna an almost f latly comic character, "more 
than slightly stupid and more than slightly selfish. 11 28 Certainly 1.he 
last chapter of Ljght in August, in which a furniture dea l er recounts 
the comic escapades of Lena and Byron Bunch, subs tantiates this view. 
Lena behavi or is certainly is a gooa deal l ess than heroic ; and her 
f olksy comment, "My, my! A body does get around" (p.L.80), is simple-
minded and absurd in l ight of the tragedy we have just witnessed . Lena ' s 
character is obviously amhiguous, but if we remember that she is a figu re 
on an urn, we need not be bothered by that ambigui ty. Lena's l ack of 
consciousness both all::n.rs her to be at one with life and r enders her 
shallow and s imple-minded in comparison to the uainfully self-aware 
Joe Christmas. Lena ' s unity is , by necessity, unaware; her face has 
11 either noth'5ng i n it, ".> r everything, all knowledge." (p.409) 
Faulkner has provided us , in Lieht in Aueust, with three to1.ally 
differ ent ways of dealing with the world. Hightower, more t han any 
I other character, has an intell~ctual grasp of life's complexities and 
con~radictions . We have watched him undergo a terrible illumination of 
1s elf and wi tnessed his admirable, i f useless, a~tempt to save Joe 
I 
•Christ~~s. But we are repulsed by Hightower's sterility and weakness ; 
he cannot deal with his newly found self-knowledge and, i n character istic 
denial, flees back i nto the foolish image of his gr andfather's "heroic" 
death. Lena embodies the vitality Highto~e r lacks; we are attracted t o 
r1 Ii I. 
., 
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her sanity and robust health . Certainly the s t ory of a pregnant girl 
on a rather pleasant jour ney is welcome r elief f rom t he s terility of 
Hightower and t he grim obsession of Joe Christmas . But we cannot 
accept Lena's de tachment and l ack of ins5ght; her mi.ndlessness mocks 
t he tragedy of Christmas. ~oreover , Byron Bunch surrenders to the 
world view Lena r epresents, and we cannot consider his sacr ifice of 
self a satisfact ory way of dealing with the world . Byron , who for 
much of Light in August embodies positive values and human concern the 
other characters l ack, is t urned buffoon by his capitulation to Lena. 
Joe Christmas is clearly t he most compelling and her oic of all the 
characters i n Light in August . ~~de compulsively aware of t he world's 
division by his ~wn mixed blood, Joe s truggles desper ately to integrate 
a worl d and a self hopelessly divided between white and bl ack, spirit 
and fle sh, good and evil. Joe 's her oism is dependent, at least in 
part, upon the c ontrast Hight ower's cowa rdi ce and Lena ' s mindlessness 
provi de. Unlike eithe r Hight.ower or Lena, Joe both sees and confr onts 
the dilemma the world pres ent s . But Faulkner offers us no real solution 
to that dilemma i n the s tory of Joe Chri s t mas . Joe can neither 
resolve his pa r adox of self nor ac cept the arbitrary order society 
imposes upon the world. His r ef usal to choose between his white and 
black bloods , t.o negate all that he knows himself to be, both 
establishes his heroism and precipitates his death. Joe Chris t mas 
remains, to the very last, perfect metaphor fo r a world FaulknP-r sees 
as simultaneously ordered and chaotic , meaningful and absurd . 
I 
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